
Chapter 3 

Specification for SHS Components and Performance 

When considering solar PV as an energy source there are many forms of applications. 

The raw energy from the sun converted into DC electricity by the PV module could be 

utilized in many ways. The raw DC power obtained could be directly used to run a DC 

load, but this could be done only during the day time when sun shine is available. 

However, if it is required to operate loads during night time or when no sun is available, 

then it is required to have a battery/s as an energy storage which is charged via a charge 

controller. And the stored energy could be utilized during night time. Any DC load/ 

Appliances could be utilized which is equal to the designed system voltage such as lights. 

Televisions, door bells, radio cassettes ... etc. However, any heating/heating element 

operation is impractical since it consumes huge amount of energy. 

However. if it is required to run an AC load from the DC energy obtained from the PV 

modules then it could be done by introducing a inverter to the system. In this case also we 

may design the system with or without a battery bank. In this instant any AC load could 

be used as required. 

SHS's available in rural areas in Sri Lanka are of simple design generally and having a 

common design. These systems harness the DC energy from the PV module then charge 

a battery via a charge controller during the day time and what ever energy stored in the 

battery could be utilized during day time or night. These rural SHS consist of the 

following basic components: 

• A PV generator composed of one or more PV modules (mostly one), which are 

interconnected to form a DC power producing unit. 

• A mechanical support structure for the PV generator. 

• A lead acid battery consisting of several cells, each of 2 V nominal voltages. 
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• A charge regulator to prevent excessive discharges and overcharges of the 

battery. 

• Loads (lamps, radio, etc.) 

• Wiring (Cables, switches and connection boxes or terminals) 

Most present Sri Lankan SHS's are low power (<1 00 Wp) and entirely DC. It is also 

possible for SHS 's to supply AC power by using inverters, but cost and reliability reasons 

normally tend to restrict their use to larger power levels (>200 Wp). 

The quality of a particular SHS may be judged in terms of its; 

• Reliability, 

• Energy performance, 

• Safety, 

• User-friendliness, 

• Simplicity of installation, 

• Maintainability . 

In addition, particularly for large PV rural electrification programmes, it may be 

important for SHS. to be able to operate with different components (from different 

manufacturers, for example) and different sizes. 

When assessing SHS, each of these criteria need to be analysed and concrete 

requirements specified. 

In some cases, two alternative requirements may be specified for the same component 

or system. This normally occurs where there is a choice of technical quality and costs, 

and the tina! selection must be made in the light of local availabilities and constraints. For 

example, the size of a solar battery is expressed in terms of Days of Autonomy, and the 

Standard proposes 2: 3 as compulsory and 5 as recommended for Sri Lanka and is what 

commonly practiced. However in Europe 2: 5 as compulsory and 8 as recommended since 

availability of sun shine is less predictable, therefore when ever it is available maximum 
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storage should be achieved. This is not a contradiction. It is simply the case that the 

compulsory requirement represents an absolute minimum, whilst the recommended 

requirement is a more desirable but also a more expensive solution. However, the 

absolute minimum standard must not be compromised at any time. 

3.1 Reliability 

SHS reliability, in the sense of lack of failures, depends not only on the reliability of 

the components, but also on some other features of the system which can directly affect 

the lifetime of batteries and lamps, such as size, the voltage thresholds of the charge 

regulator, the quality of installation, etc. Each component of the system must fulfil 

similar quality and reliability requirements because, if there is only one bad component in 

an otherwise perfect system, this will limit the quality of the whole. 

3.2 PV Generator (PV Module) 

Solar modules are generally flat panels mounted on roofs or other structures. Solar 

modules convert energy from sunlight into direct current (DC) electricity. There are few 

types of solar module types which differ in its operating characteristics due to its 

construction in its cells. The types available are as follows; 

• Crystalline silicon 

• Thin film 

• Compounds 

• Dye sensitized plastic. 
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Figure 3.2.1: Typical Crystalline Solar PV Module with 36 cells 

However, only crystalline and thin film technology is commercially available for 

usage. When selecting the PV module it is vital to know how efficient it is. Refer below 

table for efficiencies of different types of modules; 

Table 3.2.1: Module Type Against their Efficiencies 

Pilot 

Laboratory 
Production Production 

Module Type Efficiencies Efficiencies 
Efficiencies 

(%) (%) 

Crystalline Silicon 
- Single Crystalline 24 13- 16 
- Multi-Crystalline 20 12-15 
(poly) 

Thin-Film 
- Amorphous Silicon 14 5-8 
- CdTe 16 7-10 
- Cu(lnGa)Se2 19 10- 12 

Ill- V Compounds 33 ::::::20 

Dye Sensitised II 5 -
Plastic 3.0 - -

------ -----
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Therefore it obvious that only crystalline solar PV modules are efficient enough to be 

utilized in a SHS installation and it is not that expensive either. Therefore, it is 

recommended to use crystalline PV solar modules for SHS installations and to avoid 

other types. If required the second best option of thin film PV modules could be utilized, 

but recommended to avoid same if it is possible to afford crystalline ones. According to 

our field inspection of a SHS universe of28 residences following was observed; 

Table 3.2.2: Number of Users Found in the Sample Universe of SHS with Types of 

Modules 

Module Type Number of Customers/Users 

Crystalline 27 

Thin film I 

Other if any 0 

Total 28 

Thus, it is clear that the Sri Lankan SHS industry also uses crystalline PV modules 

against other types; therefore it fair to assume from the field observation above that these 

modules are commercially viable to use. The PV modules also should comply with 

following standards; 

• Single-crystalline or poly-crystalline PV modules certified according to the 

international standard IEC-61215. (R) 

• If thin-film photovoltaic modules are used, they must be type tested and certified in 

accordance with IEC 61646 or equivalent specifications. The peak power output 

for thin film modules should be the value after light soaking. 

• To be eligible for government grant schemes the photovoltaic array should consist 

of one or more flat-plate photovoltaic modules. Each module should comprise no 

less than 36 series-connected single or poly-crystalline silicon solar cells. Flat plate 

thin-film modules could also be used. (This has been stipulated in the RERED-
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Renewable Energy for Rural Economic Development Project requirement). The 

reason not to have 72 cells in series modules is that it has twice as much 

interconnecting connection between the cells than that of a 36 cell one. Thus it 

increases the risk of failure due to poor connections twice as much. 

• If more than one module is used, identical models shall be used and they shall be 

connected in parallel. (In practice there is a possibility that the larger module may 

generate a higher voltage out put than that of the small one which is coupled. Thus 

creating a current flow from larger module to the small one, small one becomes a 

load. Therefore in order to avoid such instant it is recommended to have identical 

modules being connected in parallel) 

• Each module must be clearly marked indicating: Manufacturer, Model Number, Serial 

Number, Peak Watt Rating, Peak Current, Peak Voltage, Open Circuit Voltage and Short 

Circuit Current of each module (this is to safeguard the end user from the vendor in event the 

vendor abandon and leave the end user, the end user could contact the manufacturer to obtain 

warranty claims or technical support from the module manufacturer). 

• The module junction box must be sealable and moisture resistant may it be 

installed on the module back or on the support structure.(this is to avoid any short 

circuiting between the terminals and to avoid oxidation leading to poor connection) 

• The modules must be framed in such a way as to allow secure connection to the 

module mounting structure. ( this is to avoid any damage to the cells due to 

improper mounting mechanisms) 

• It is suggested that the PV Module be cleaned with water and soap once in two 

months least to prevent the module being in efficient due to dirt and dust residual 

on it as time passes. In dry seasons when dust is more this frequency could be 

increased. 

Some manufacturers systematically include ··by-pass" diodes in their PV modules, to 

protect them against ''hot-spot" phenomena. However, it should be noted that the 

probability of a PV module becoming damaged by ·'hot-spots'' is close to negligible for 

DC voltages lower than 24 V. Because of this, the use of such diodes is irrelevant in SHS 

and they are not considered in this guideline. 
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... 

3.3. Support Structure 

The PV module could be mounted in few ways. However, in what ever method it is 

required to fix the module aligned to north to south. And tilted a bit to let the rain water 

to flow out, and to be perpendicular to the sun. Usually this alignments and direction is 

obtained in Sri Lanka with the module support. The module support assembly usually 

comprise of two main parts. One is the framework which is fixed to the module and it 

also makes the connection with the support pole. 

Now let's observe the constructions that was available in the field visited SHS; 

Table 3.3.1: Number of Users Found in the Sample Universe of SHS with Different types 

of Modules Support Assemblies 

Number of Installation 

Construction of the Support Assembly 

G I Pole & AL frame 16 

Gl Pole & MS frame 12 

Total Installations 28 

From above observation it is clear that the pole which is used is always GI and has the 

capability of withstanding the environmental negative effects. However, it is noted that 

the module support framework is fabricated from both Aluminium as well as mild steel in 

Sri Lanka. However, mild steel does withstand the environment as much as Aluminium, 

therefore it is recommended to use Aluminium framework along with GI pole. There are 

possibilities of using galvanized iron, stainless steel frameworks, but is quite expensive 

than the two solutions available locally. There also instances where treated wood is being 

used in some countries where it is less humid, however this solution would not be 

feasible to our country. 

The suggested module support assembly guideline would be as follows; 
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• Support structures should be able to resist, at least, 1 Oyears of outdoor exposure 

without appreciable corrosion or fatigue. (Usually the PV module has the most 

warran(v often years or more in a solar PV system, therefore the support structure 

also should withstand such period without any trouble) 

• Support structures must withstand winds of 100 kmlh. 

(Reference from Mr. K H M S Premaratne- Metrologies, Department of Metrology) 

• Several materials can be used for support structures, including stainless steel, 

aluminium, galvanised iron with a protective layer provided that above requirements 

are satisfied. 

• In the case of framed PV modules, only stainless steel fasteners (screws, nuts, rings, 

etc.) may be used for attaching them to support. (to protect against corrosion) 

• Tilt angle should be selected to optimise the energy collection during the worst month, 

i.e., the month with the lowest ratio of monthly mean dai(v irradiation to the month(v 

mean daily load. Generally, constant user load can be assumed. Then, the following 

formula can be used 

Tilt ( 0
) =max {\<D\}+ 10° 

where <Dis the latitude of the installation. 

Note : Sri Lanka's latitude changes around+ 4° from south to north (From Point 

Devundara to Point Peduru). Therefore, it is safe to use the tilt angle as 12° (l 0 o 

+ 2 o ) on average as a rule of thumb. 

This formula leads to a minimum tilt angle of l 0 °, which is sufficient to allow 

rainwater to drain off the surface. It may also be useful to note that slight azimuth 

deviations from south/north ( +/- 30 °) and in the tilt angle ( +/- l 0 °) have a relatively 
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small influence on the energy output of a PV array. 

Most of the consulted experts are opposed to manual tracking because it implies a risk 

of damage to the modules, and a risk of energy lost through poor or no adjustment. 

However, it has been used in some places with positive results not only in terms of 

energy gain, but also in terms of user participation.(Specially observed in some solar 

pumping systems) 

Naturally, adequate training is needed and the tracking features, including any hinges 

and other coupling devices needed to allow the modules to be moved, must also meet the 

requirements specified above. 

Hence: 

• Static support structures are generally preferable to tracking-ones. 

Figure 3.3.1: Pictures Depicting Module Support Structures 

• For static support structures where the PV array is roof mounted anchoring of the 

mounting structure must be to the building and not to the roofing materiaL And it is necessary 

to have at least 10 em clearance between the PV array and the roofing materiaL (As per above 

Picture) 
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Figure 3.3.2: A typical Pole Mounted Solar PV Module. 

• And for static support structures where the PV array is pole mounted, the module/s 

should be attached to the top of the pole at least 4M of/the ground. (As per above 

figure. 

• The pane/Is should be mounted clear of vegetation, trees and structure so as to 

assure that they are free of shadow throughout day light hours during each season 

of the year. Furthermore, if more than one panel is mounted on a support structure 

the panels should not be mounted such that one panel will not shade the other 

module(s). Therefore, the user of the system should make sure that the module/s is 

not shaded by vegetation and same is cleared off as and when required. 

3.4 Battery 

For the battery, the most important feature of its operation in SHSs is cycling. 

During the daily cycle, the battery is charged during the day and discharged by the night

time load. Superimposed onto the daily cycle is the seasonal cycle, which is associated 
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with periods of reduced radiation availability. This, together with other operating 

parameters (ambient temperature, current, voltages, etc.) affects the battery life and 

maintenance requirements. In order to maximise the lifetime of lead acid batteries, the 

following operating conditions must be avoided: 

• High voltages during charging (to prevent against corrosion and loss of water) 

• Low voltages during discharge (corrosion) 

• Deep discharge (to avoid sulphation, growth of dentrites) 

• Extended periods without a fully charging (to avoid sulphation) 

• High battery temperatures (all ageing processes are accelerated) 

• Stratification of the electrolyte (to avoid sulphating) 

• Very low charge currents (to avoid sulphating) 

These rules lead to specifications for sizing (both battery and PV generator) and for 

battery protection procedures (charge regulator). However, it must be pointed out that 

some of the rules are generally in contradiction with each other (e. g. full charging needs 

high voltages but high voltages accelerate corrosion), so compromises must be found 

taking into account the local conditions such as: solar radiation, PV module and battery 

prices duties and taxes, local manufacturing, recycling infrastructure, etc. 

Figure 3.4.1: Picture of a Tubular Deep Cycle Solar Battery Available in Sri Lanka 
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The need to prevent excessive discharge leads to the need to limit the maximum 

depth of discharge (PDMAX )to a certain value, which usually ranges from 0.3 to 0.6, but 

can approach 0.8 according to the type of battery. The supply to the load must be cut 

when this limit is reached. The available or useful capacity (Cu ), is therefore less than the 

nominal capacity, C8 , (which refers to the whole charge that could be extracted from the 

battery if no particular limitations were imposed) and equal to the product C8 • PDMAX, 

such that: 

Cu = Cs. PDMAX 

• A good compromise between cost and reliability is typically obtained with a 

battery whose useful capacity at least 3 times the total daily energy consumption 

in the house, so that the depth of discharge in the daily cycle, PDd, ranges from 

0.06 to 0.2. The selection of a particular capacity mainly depends on the type of 

the battery.The 20-hour battery ampere-hour (Ah) capacity at 12 V DC, measured 

at 25°C, should be such that it will permit three days of autonomy where the 

maximum depth of discharge is limited to 75 percent of rated capacity. The 

minimum ampere-hour capacity at 12 V DC (measured at the 20-hour rate) shall 

be as given in the table below. It is recommended that the battery be sized to 

permit five days of autonomy in regions where extended cloudy periods are 

expected. 

Example: Minimum lead-acid battery capacity 

Table 3.4.1: Selection of Batteries for a SHS Based on PV Module Capacity 

Module Rating Average daily Ah to (Daily Ah x 3 days 
Minimum battery sizes (Ah) 

(Wp) load at 12 V DC of autonomy)/0.75 
for autonomy of 

3 days 5 days 

10 3 12 12 20 
20 6 24 24 40 
30 9 36 36 60 
40 12 48 48 80 
50 15 60 60 100 
60 18 72 72 120 

These are based on five peak sunlight hours per day, 10% module de-rating and 20% 
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battery round-trip Wh losses. 
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• The maximum permissible self discharge rate is 10 percent of rated capacity per 

month at 25°C. 

• Batteries bearing the PV GAP Mark or having been tested and certified in accordance 

with PVGAP PVRS5A - Lead-acid Batteries for Solar Photovoltaic Energy Systems -

General Requirements and Methods of Test for Modified Automotive Batteries, or 

equivalent or better standard, will be accepted. Also accepted are tubular plate 

batteries tested and certified in accordance with Indian Standard IS 13369:1992 -

Stationary Lead Acid Batteries (with Tubular Positive Plates) in Monobloc 

Containers, or equivalent or better standard. Accepted on an interim basis are flat 

plate batteries tested and certified in accordance with BS EN 50342:2001 -Lead-acid 

Starter Batteries; General Requirements, Methods of Test and Numbering (which 

supersedes BS EN 60095-1: 1993), or equivalent or better standard. 

• Cycle life of the battery (i.e., before its residual life drops below 80 percent of the 

rated Ah capacity), at 25oC must exceed 200 cycles when discharged down to an 

average depth of discharge (DOD) of 75 percent. 

• The batteries shall be supplied to the customer in a fully charged condition ready for 

use. The battery and associated containers should be able to handle transport down 

rough dirt roads without damage. 

"Good" batteries are able to resist deeper cycling than "bad" batteries. Hence, for the 

same application, "good" batteries can be smaller than "bad" batteries, in terms of 

nominal capacity. 

Best quality PV batteries are made with tubular plates and grids with low Sb-Se 

content. More than 5 years life, with PDd = 0.2 and a maintenance period of 1 or 2 times 

per year, are attainable with such batteries. A particular disadvantage with tubular 

batteries for SHSs is that they do not readily accept low rates of charge. They are also 

expensive and are rarely available in the current market in Sri Lanka (only one vendor 

has this product, only 3 SHS users out of total 28 surveyed had deep cycle, please refer 

table below). Nevertheless, they should not be excluded from SHS. On the contrary, it is 
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recommended that large electrification programmes should consider encouraging vendors 

to put these products onto the market. 

In contrast, automotive batteries, usually referred as SLI (Starting, Lighting & 

Ignition), have a number of advantages. They are usually the cheapest batteries when 

compared in terms of nominal capacity, they are often locally produced and are widely 

available. Local production is not only convenient for economic and social reasons, but 

also because it represents the best possibility to recycle old batteries and to avoid 

environmental damage. 

Their main drawback lies in their relatively short lifetime. Because their cell design is 

optimised to deliver heavy currents during short periods of time (starting current/cranking 

current), they have large areas of thin plates, and are poorly suited to supplying smaller 

currents for many hours before being recharged, as is required by SHS. It is therefore 

necessary to use larger battery capacities leading to PDd :::; 0.1, and a density of 

electrolyte which is lower than would normally be used in this type of battery (for 

example, 1.24 instead of 1.28 g/cl). This is needed to reduce grid corrosion and hence to 

lengthen battery life. The associated increase in internal resistance in the battery does not 

represent any problem in SHS, because the charge and discharge currents are relatively 

low in comparison with conventional battery charge and discharge regimes. Classical SLI 

batteries use lead grids alloyed with antimony and require periodic topping up with 

water. 

Table 3.4.2: Number of Users Found in the Sample Universe of SHS with Different 

Types of Batteries 

Battery Type 

Normal Lead Acid batteries -

SLI (Automotive) 

Sealed Lead Acid (SLI)batteries 

Deep cycle Lead Acid batteries 

Total Batteries 

No. of SHS 

24 

3 

28 
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The short lifetimes of automotive batteries can also be compensated to some extent by 

introducing relatively simple modifications to the battery design but not to its technology. 

The most common modifications are thicker electrode plates and a larger quantity of acid 

solution in the space above the plates. Such modified SLI batteries are sometimes 

marketed as "solar" batteries and represent a promising alternative for the future of SHSs. 

Wherever possible, modified SLI batteries should be selected (and local manufacturers 

should be encourage to make them) in preference to conventional SLI batteries. Certain 

conditions must be required for a battery to be categorised as "modified SLI", as follows: 

• The thickness of each plate must exceed 2mm. 

• The amount of electrolyte must exceed 1.15 I per 100 Ah of 20-hour nominal 

capacity and per cell. 

• The separator must be made of micro-porous polythene. 

(To allow free movement & circulation of acid, but maintain insulation) 

• The density of electrolyte must not exceed 1.25 glcl. 

• It is recommended that the user top up acid level of the battery Is with distal water to 

be at battery manufacturers indicated level as and when required. 

• Check frequently if oxidation has occurred on the battery terminals frequently, 

clean with hot water and apply a petroleum-gel in order to prevent oxidation setting 

in again. Further clean the battery surface of any excess acid/liquid or dust in 

order to prevent any leakage current between the two terminals. (+ve and the- ve) 

"Low-Maintenance " SLI batteries, sometimes marketed as maintenance free 

batteries(sealed SLI batteries), often employ grids containing calcium alloys. The calcium 

increases the voltage at which gassing begins, but reduces the cohesion of the active 

material to the grids. Hence, it cuts down the loss of water but also reduces the cycle life. 

Su9h batteries are particularly vulnerable to damage from deep discharge. In addition, 

they are also liable to be damaged by high temperature variations. Hence, many PV 

system designers strongly recommend against their use in PV applications in hot 

countries such as ours. However, from our sample SHS universe we see there was one 
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installation out of the 28 total which had sealed SLI battery, such applications should not 

be allowed as explained. 

"No-maintenance" batteries are also made for professional applications by using a 

semi-solid electrolyte (gel or malting). Such batteries, referred as VRLA (valve regulated 

lead acid), are more often resistant to deep discharges, but they are usually very 

expensive for SHSs, and they require specific recycling facilities. They are not 

considered in this guideline although they represent a definite technology choice in some 

cases. The same is valid for NiCd batteries. These batteries currently do not seem to be a 

commercial viability and maturity of the industry in our country does not support same. 

When specifying batteries, it should be noted that cycle life testing under 

representative SHS operation conditions is both time-consuming and difficult. Despite 

some past attempts, widely accepted test procedures do not yet exist and this situation is 

likely to remain in the years to come. For this reason, the most practical approach is to 

rely on well-established battery standards for conventional uses that means, capacity 

values corresponding to a discharge of 20 hours and cycle lives corresponding to a depth 

of discharge of 50%. Once it has been confirmed that the energy production will exceed 

the demand of the load during the worst month. 

3.5 The Charge Controller 

The charge controller serves primarily to protect the battery against both deep 

discharging and overcharging. It is also used to protect the load under extreme operating 

conditions, and to provide operational information to the users. Ideally, charge regulation 

should be directly controlled by the state of charge (SOC) of the battery, and 

sophisticated charge regulators based on that principle are available in the current market. 

However, they are still rather complex and expensive, so their use in small SHSs is 

scarcely justified. For this reason, only charge regulators which are based on voltage 
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control are considered in this standard . 

• 
Figure 3.5.1: Typical pictures of charge regulators 

Following specifications are proposed here for Charge Controllers: 

• The charge controller must have some type of display or an indicator to indicate 

when it is in the charging mode. (in order to be aware that the module is 

generating power or not and to make sure connections between module and charge 

controller is in good condition) 

• Some form of a battery state-of-charge indicator must be provided on or near the 

controller or load centre. (in order to identify whether the connections are ok, if the 

battery holds charge or if the charge controller is functioning properly and 

charging the battery) 

• The chosen device must come appropriately labelled such that the user does not 

have to refer to a manual to understand the existing battery condition. 

• Deep discharge protection must be included. (in order to protect the battery against 

over usage) 

• Manual release of the deep-discharge protection is not permitted (in order to 

protect the battery against over usage) 

, • Warning facilities must be included 

o "Warning" voltage (low voltage) must be 0.2V (for 12V systems) higher 
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than the consumption disconnection voltage. For example, a disconnect voltage 

of II. 7 V DC+ 0.1 V DC and reconnect voltage of 12.9 V DC+ 0.2 V DC is suitable for 

safe operation of lead-acid batteries used in SHS. (R) should be selected such that 

the warning signal is activated 30 minutes before "load disconnect" occurs, 

assuming all the loads are "on" 

• This device must, at a minimum, indicate when the battery condition is : 

o Suitable to operate all loads (e.g. voltage greater than 12.5 V DC) 

o Energy conservation required (e.g., battery voltage less than 11.9 V DC) 

(in order to protect the battery against over usage) 

• End-of-charge voltage should lie in the range from 2.3 to 2.4 V/cell, at 25°C. 

• All the charge controller terminals should easily accommodate, at least, 4 mm2 

section cables. 

• Internal voltage drops between the battery and generator terminals of the charge 

controller must be less than 4% of the nominal voltage (;:::;0.5 V for 12 J') in the 

worst operating conditions, i.e., with all the loads "off'' and the maximum current 

from the PV generator. 

• Internal voltage drops between the battery and load terminals of the charge 

controller must be less than 4% of the nominal voltage (0.5 V for 12 J') in the worst 

operating condition, i.e., with all the loads "on" and no current from the PV 

generator. 

In All Cases: 

• Reverse current leakage protection must be provided. ( to prevent energy loss and 

prevent damage to module) 

• The charge controller must be able to resist any possible "non-battery" operating 

condition, when the PV generator is operating at Standard Test Conditions and 

with any allowed load. 

• The charge controller must also protect the load in any possible "non-battery" 

condition, as defined above, by limiting the output voltage to a maximum of 1.3 

times the nominal value. (Full interruption of output voltage is also allowed). 
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• The charge regulator should allow battery charging from the PV module for any 

voltage greater than 1.5V/cell. 

• The charge controller must resist without damage the operating condition defined 

by: ambient temperature of 40°C, charging current 25% greater than the short 

circuit current of the PV generator at Standard Test Conditions, and discharging 

current 25% greater than that corresponding to the full load "on" at the nominal 

operating voltage. 

• Battery temperature compensation circuitry is not required if flooded lead-acid 

batteries are used. However, if temperature compensation is not provided, then the 

set points must correspond to the type of battery and the ambient temperature of the 

site where the SHS is to be used. Temperature compensation is required if sealed 

lead-acid batteries are used. 

• charge controller boxes must provide protection to at least IP 32. 

(Protection against solid objects greater than 2.5mm diameter and protected against 

dripping water when tilted up to 15} 

• The charge regulator must be protected against reversed polarity in both PV 

generator and battery lines. Diode-fuse or other arrangements can be used. 

• Some means must be provided to safely disconnect the battery and the module 

during servicing repair by a technician. 

• The model number, serial number, rated voltages and currents, set points and 

indicator settings should be noted on the charge regulator case. 

• The charge controller must not produce radio frequency interference in any 

operation conditions. 

• Maximum current draw of the controller, when no LEDs are lit should not exceed 

JOmA. 

• Maximum current draw of the controller, when no LEDs are lit should not exceed 

JOmA. 

• It is recommended that a trained technical person check on the contacts/terminals 

of the charge controller for oxidation, loose connection and dry sold once in six 

months at least for proper maintenance. 
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3.6 The Lighting (Loads are Mainly Lighting) 

Typical loads in SHSs are lamps. radios and TV -sets. and lighting usually represents a 

substantial part of the total energy consumption of the house. Lamps are usually included 

in SHSs kits. but they have not yet been widely standardised. In contrast. radios and TV

sets are directly acquired by the users from the conventional appliances market, their 

l'nerg~ consumptions tend to be modest and they are highly standardised products. For 

these reasons. only lamps are reviewed in this guideline. vvhile inftm11ation concerning 

radios and TV -sets ( lmv standby losses. protection against reverse voltage. required 

\ oltage. etc.) are entrusted to training and general information activities in the industry. 

!he requirements proposed here are as follows for Lighting: 

' 

• 

' .'\ 

CFL's 

!II. 

t 

Fluorescent 

r 

LED's 

Figure 3.6.1: Pictures of typical light loads available in SHS in Sri Lanka 

• Fluorescent lamps are recommended due to their higher e.fficiencyfor area or task 

lighting applications, but LED or halogen lamps may be used for special purpose 

applications such as night lights. lfjluorescent lamps are to be used, they must 

meet thefollowing specifications. 
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• Minimum operating voltage when the tube light or compact fluorescent light (CFL) 

will still strike shall be less than 85% of the rated voltage. 

• Ballasts must ensure safe and regulated ignition in the voltage range from -15% to 

+ 25% of the nominal voltage (I 0.3 V to 15 V for 12 V battery). 

• Maximum continuous operating voltage without damage to the circuit must be at 

least 125% of the rated voltage. 

• The minimum operating frequency should be 20 kHz and the wiring length from 

the inverter to the fluorescent light bulb must be kept short to minimize radio 

interference. 

• Ballasts must ensure safe and regulated ignition in the voltage range from -15% to 

+25% ofthe nominal voltage (10.3 Vto 15 Vfor 12 V batteries). 

• Ballasts must ensure safe and regulated ignition in the range of ambient 

temperature from 0 octo +40oC. 

• The electrical waveform on the fluorescent tube terminals must be symmetrical in 

time to within 10 percent (i.e., 60%140% waveform maximum difference in 

symmetry over the voltage range of 11.0 to 12.5 V DC at an ambient temperature of 

25 degrees C). 

• The maximum crest factor (ratio of maximum peak to RMS voltage of the 

waveform applied to the fluorescent tube light) shall be less than 2) 

• Lenses, covers, grids etc. (if used) must be easily removable by the user for bulb 

replacement or for cleaning. 

• No blackening or reduction in the lumen output by more than 10% should be 

observed after 1,000 ON/OFF cycles (two minutes ON and four minutes OFF is 

one cycle). 

• The luminous efficacy of the light, inclusive of the power requirement of the 

inverter, must be either: 

(a) greater than 30 lumens/watt with any reflectors, lenses, covers or grids (if 

used) in place; or 

(b) greater than 35 lumens/watt without reflectors, lenses, etc in place. 
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• Light fittings must be insect proofed and corrosion and weather protected. 

• Light fittings must be marked with the manufacturer, model number, rated 

operating voltage, rated current and date of manufacture or batch number. 

• Ballasts must be protected against destruction when: 

o The lamp is removed during operation or the ballasts are operated without 

the lamp. 

o The lamp does not ignite. 

o The supply voltage is reverse-poled. 

o The outputs of the electronic ballast are short circuited. 

• Ballasts must not produce radio frequency interference. 

• The consumption of ballasts when they are operated without lamps must be lower 

than 20% of their nominal power. 

• Minimum DC power requested at the ballasts input must be 90% of the nominal 

value ofthe lamp, in all the range of the operating voltage (-15% to +25% ofthe 

nominal value. 

• The simultaneous use of both fluorescent and low power (< 2J¥) incandescent 

lamps should be allowed, as long as the total design load consumption is not 

exceeded. 

• The luminous efficiency could be increased adding reflectors to the bulb 

mountings. 

Socket Outlet 

• A 12 V DC socket outlet for a TV or similar appliance shall be provided for systems 

having a capaci(v of 30 Wp or more. The outlet must be rated to carry the 

maximum expected DC current. The outlet must be protected from reversing the 

polari(v of the voltage applied to the appliance. An optional 6/9V outlet for use 

with radio/cassette player is recommended. 
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3. 7 The Wiring 

Relatively low voltages and high currents are characteristics of SHSs, so even small 

voltage losses tend to be important, and can negatively affect the current from PV 

generators (an increase in operating voltage moves the operating points towards the low

current region of the I-V curve of the PV generators), 

Therefore, 

• The sections of cables must cause less than 3% of voltage losses between PV 

modules and charge regulator, less than 1% between battery and charge regulator, 

and less than 5% between charge regulator and load. All of these apply at the 

maximum current condition. 

• Notwithstanding the above maximum voltage requirements, the minimum 

acceptable cross-section of the wire in each of the following sub-circuits is as 

follows: 

o from PV module to charge regulator: 2.5 mm2 

o from charge regulator to battery: 2.5 mm2 

o from charge regulator to intermediate junction point/switch on the way to load 

2.5 mm2 

o from junction point to the load 1.5mm2 

Table 3.7.1: Number of Users Found in the Sample Universe ofSHS with Different 

Types of Wire Gauges for Installation 

Connection SHS with SHS with SHS with SHS with 
4 mm2 2.5 mm2 1.5 mm2 <=1 mm2 

PV module to charge 8 15 5 0 
regulator 
charge regulator to 5 17 6 0 
battery 

charge regulator to 0 21 7 0 
intermediate 
junction/switch 
from junction point to 0 26 2 
the load 

29 

Total 
SHS 

28 

28 

28 
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• External cables must be specifically adapted to outdoor exposure according to the 

international standard. 

• All cable terminals must allow for a secure and mechanically strong electrical 

connection. They must have low electrical resistance; leading to voltage losses less 

than 0.5% of the nominal voltage. This applies for each individual terminal at the 

maximum current condition. 

• Cable terminals should not be prone to corrosion arising from junctions or 

dissimilar metals. 

• Field-installed wiring must be joined using terminal strips or screw connectors. 

Soldering or crimping in the field must be avoided if at all possible. Wire nuts are 

not allowed. The rated current carrying capacity of the joint must not be less than 

the circuit current rating. All connections must be made in junction boxes. Fittings 

for lights, switches, and socket outlets may be used as junction boxes where 

practical. 

• All wiring shall be colour coded and/or labelled. 

• All exposed wiring (with the possible exception of the module interconnects) must 

be in conduits or be firm(v fastened to the building structure with wiring clips with 

a span between them of 6"-8". Wiring through roofing, walls and other structures 

must be protected through the use of bushings. Wiring through roofing must form 

a waterproof seal. Where the wiring is through flammable material (e.g. thatched 

roofs), they must be in a metal conduit. Adequate fasteners, conduits, bushings and 

other installation hardware must be supplied. 

• It is recommended to carryout a full inspection of the wiring of the SHS by a 

competent technician once in one year. Through this identification of loose 

connections, open circuits, potential short circuits, rodent damage, insulation 

failure ... etc if any could be identified and rectified. 
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3.8 Safety 

Concerning users' safety, SHSs offer the advantage of low voltage (typically 12 V) and 

the disadvantage of the existence of a battery, which has very high short-circuit power, 

contains sulphuric acid, and releases inflammable gases. To avoid the associated risks, it 

is appropriate to meet the following requirements: 

• Both battery and charge regulator must be protected against over-currents and short

circuit currents by the placement of fuses, diodes, etc. in both PV generator and load 

lines. 

Over-current and short-circuit protection can be practically implemented in several 

ways (fuses, diodes, etc.) and may or may not be built into the regulator box. In either 

case, such protection should be considered as a part of the charge regulator and the 

requirements concerning voltage drops that have been proposed earlier under 

specifications for charge regulators. 

Battery accidents can result from tipping over the battery and its container -if used-, 

or any accidental placement of an electrical conductor, such as a screw driver or spanner, 

across the battery terminals. 

Concerning the mounting and location of batteries, the following requirements apply: 

• The battery must be located in a well ventilated space with restricted access. 

• Provisions must be taken to avoid accidental short circuit of the battery terminals. 

Both of these requirements can be met in several ways. Dedicated battery cases are 

being extensively used in Sri Lanka and many other Asian countries. These have the 

advantages of being standardised products which are quick to install, but they add to the 

cost of SHSs, and may represent an intrusion into the house which users find difficult to 

accept. 
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• In regions with frequent storms, manual isolation of both the positive and negative 

poles should be installed on the PV side, so that the PV generator can be isolated 

when there is a risk of lightning strikes. 

Finally, to avoid shock hazards when changing fluorescent lamps: 

• Electrodes of ballasts must never be connected to lighting fixtures. 

3.9 Energy Performance 

The energy performance of a SHS should be judged by the reliability of its electricity 

supply to the load, and the efficiency with which it uses the electricity from the PV 

generator. Both aspects are essentially related to system size, component efficiencies and 

consumers' use. 

Reliability can be quantified in terms of Loss of Load Probability (LLP), which is the 

probability of getting a blackout caused by a lack of solar radiation availability. Due to 

the random nature of solar radiation the value of LLP is always greater than zero, even if 

the PV system never breaks down. Obviously, for a given load, the bigger the PV system, 

the lower the LLP and the higher the reliability. 

The Performance Ratio (PR) quantifies how well the energy from the PV generator is 

used. It is defined as: ·'useful energy supplied to the load" divided by "'the maximum 

theoretical energy which the PV generator can produce". This includes all of the losses 

occurring in the PV generator (cell temperature, mismatching, etc.), the losses from the 

rest of the system (self consumption of the charge regulator, battery efficiency, etc.) and 

also the available energy which is not consumed by the users. Obviously, a PV system 

which is "'too big" can deliver much more energy than the users require, and this leads to 

energy waste and low PR values. 
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3.10 Reliability and Sizing 

The size of a PV- system is a general concept which involves the dimensions of the 

PV -array and the battery, and it is useful to define these dimensions relative to the load. 

The sizes of the generator and the battery are simply obtained from rules of thumb based 

on previous experience. Widely used rules ofthumb are: 

• The size of the PV generator should be chosen to ensure that the energy produced 

during the worst month can, at least, equal the demand of the load. 

• The useful capacity of the battery (nominal capacity multiplied by the maximum 

depth of discharge) should allow for a three to five day period of autonomy. 

• In cases where manual tracking is provided, the estimated surplus in collected 

irradiation should not be considered for sizing purposes. 

3.11 Energy Efficiency 

An ideal PV system operating with its modules at 25oC throughout the day would have 

a Performance Ratio of I 00%, and the reasons why real operating values will be lower 

than this (typically about 60%) are: 

• Array losses (shadowing, cell temperature higher than 25oC, mismatch, losses in 

cables, operating voltage different from that corresponding to the maximum 

power point) 

• System losses (charge regulators, batteries, and cables) 

• Poor use of the available energy 

Array losses are minimised by careful installation (module ventilation and suitable 

cable sizes) and by using PV modules whose electrical characteristics are well adapted to 

the task of charging batteries in the particular climate concerned. System losses are 

minimised by using low consumption regulators and good quality batteries. The 

following requirements are therefore proposed: 
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• The PV generator must be entirely free of shadows during, at least, 8 hours per day, 

centred at noon, all through the year. 

• With an irradiance of 800 Wlm2, the maximum power voltage of the PV generator at 

the annual maximum ambient temperature ofthe site VMAx(TMAXJ should lie 

between 14.5 and 15 V. 

This requirement ensures that the current from the PV generator is greater than the 

maximum power current for most of the time, provided that the requirements concerning 

voltage drops in the wires and charge regulator are also met. 

It should be mentioned that specifications issued by the World Bank sometimes impose 

the exclusive use of PV modules with no less than 36 series connected solar cells. 

However, this appears to be rather a conservative approach. In fact, PV modules with 32 

and 33 solar cells are being used in many places without problems, providing the voltage 

losses in the charge regulator and wiring are kept low. Hence, 

• The freeloading electrical consumption of the charge regulator in normal operation 

must not exceed the 3% of the foreseen dai(v consumption. 

This requirement for the freeloading electrical consumption of the regulator is 

generally accepted. However, existing technology allows for still less charge regulator 

consumption, so it is also possible to consider: 

• The freeloading electrical consumption of the charge regulator in normal operation 

should not exceed the 1% of the foreseen daily consumption. 

3.12 User Friendliness 

SHSs are rather simple. Generally, their users do not face significant difficulties to 

learn the right way to use them, once they properly understand the intrinsic limitation of 

energy availability. Information displayed by the charge regulator can also help with this. 
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Regulators which display information on electrical parameters (charging current, battery 

voltage, etc.) have been extensively used in the past. Nowadays, however, it is widely 

accepted that this is not very useful. When the supply is cut off, the most important 

information for users is to know whether this was due to equipment failures or to 

exhaustion of energy availability. 

Further, in order that users can adopt energy saving procedures in advance, it is also 

useful to indicate the level of risk that the battery will soon be disconnected from the load 

due to low energy availability. For this, a simple two or three level display can be 

mounted on the charge regulator to show the state of charge of the battery. It is therefore 

proposed that the following approach be adopted: 

•If the load can be used without any restriction, then the battery state of charge should 

be indicated by means of visual indicatorls .. 

• lfthe battery has been disconnected from the load because its state of charge is too 

low, then this is indicated by a red signal. 

• If there is a risk that the battery will soon be disconnected from the load, then it 

should be indicated by a audio and visual indication. 

It is worth mentioning that many existing regulators provide additional information, 

which is mainly of use to maintenance personnel. Experience suggests that most users 

should not have to carry out any task other than cleaning the PV modules. There are 

\Vorrying examples of what can happen when other maintenance tasks are left to the 

users. Each rural community, or similar, should have a person who is responsible for 

primary maintenance (failure diagnostics, replacing fuses, modifying the wiring, etc.), 

and they must be previously trained. Any additional information from regulators should 

be addressed to them, and therefore adapted to their skills and role in the maintenance 

scheme. 
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3.13 Installation and Maintenance 

SHSs should preferably be understood as turn-key systems, which are fully installed 

and operating before being handed over to their users. After handing over main 

maintenance works ofthe system is carried out by the vendor who supplied the SHS. 

SHS maintenance tasks which can be carried out directly on site are: cleaning of PV 

modules, modifying the wiring, topping up of battery water levels, and the substitution of 

fuses. lamps and charge regulators. To help with this, and also to simplify initial 

installation of the SHS, it is appropriate to require that: 

• Support structures must be mounted to allow easy access for PV module cleaning 

and connection boxes inspection. 

• Support structures must be mounted such that their resistance to corrosion, fatigue 

and wind are preserved. 

• If roof mounting is done, support structures should not be fixed onto roofing 

sheets, but to a roof beam or an integral part of the structure of the house. 

• The battery should be placed in an easily accessible location (Note: access should 

normally be restricted, for example by means of a locked door.) 

• It is recommended to do routine service visit once in four months i.e. three times a 

year or at least once in six months i.e. two times a year compulsorily by a trained 

technical personnel. 

--Easily accessible'' means that cleaning of the battery terminals, checking the level of 

l'i~ctrolyte. topping up the water levels and replacing fuses (if existing) can be easily 

dune without moving the battery. 

• Charge regulators and lamps must be provided with suitable mounting brackets I 

fixings (installation must be relatively simple). 

• Charge regulators and lamps must be designed in such a way that access to fuses 
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and wiring terminals is relatively easy 

• Lamp lenses, covers grids, etc. (if used) must be insect proof. 

• Lamp lenses, covers grids, etc. (if used) must be easily removable by the users for 

bulb replacement or for cleaning. 

• All fluorescent tubes must be available local(v. 

• Tooling requirements must be minimised (avoid different bolt I screw sizes, etc.) 

Finally, all the wiring should be installed in compliance with the state of the art. In 

particular 

• Cables must be secured to support structures or walls to fully avoid mechanical 

forces on other elements (connection boxes, ballasts, switches, etc) 

• Cables must be stapled into the wall at appropriate intervals ( 6"~8" span is 

recommended) to secure them both horizontal(v and vertically if exposed, 

otherwise they should be buried, or taken through conduits and casings or 

recessed and plastered into walls. 

• Cables must be kept out of reach of small children. 

• In general, all cable lays must be horizontal or vertical, never oblique. 

3.14 Flexibility 

On the assumption that all the above mentioned requirements are fulfilled, it is also 

important that a SHS would be designed in a flexible way such that any component can 

be substituted by a similar component from another supplier or by a technically improved 

component from the same supplier. Flexibility in terms of system sizing is also important. 

For this, special attention needs to be paid to the possibility of enlarging a SHS by 

increasing the size of its PV generator or its battery. The compatibility of the battery and 

regulator is also a key issue. 

PV modules of identical nominal voltage can be connected in parallel without any 

restriction, so when PV generators are enlarged it is only necessary to check wiring sizes 

and the ability of the regulator to manage the increased value of the maximum current. 
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To enlarge the storage capacity of a SHS it is necessary to replace the complete former 

battery with a new one, because parallel connections of old and new batteries are never 

satisfactory. It should be mentioned that specifications from the World Bank typically 

allow up to two identical batteries to be connected in parallel, though they also indicate 

that only one is preferable, and some battery manufacturers agree with this opinion. 

Hence, the following points need to be stressed : 

• Parallel connections of more than two batteries are not permitted. 

• Parallel connections of different batteries are not permitted. 

• Parallel connections of old and new batteries are not permitted. 
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